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YESTERDAY'S YARVSITY FOOT- BALL PRACTICE GRATIFYING
KEINATH AT QUARTER INFUSED MUCH LIFE INTO THE TEAM.

A spirited football practice was held on Franklin Field yesterday afternoon, though some of the players complained of exhaustion after the sweltering practice game, the good effect of the contest being manifest. The men went into each play with a gratifying willingness, and it is altogether probable that another practice game will be arranged before the Michigan game.

After an hour spent in kicking, in which Keinath, Greene and Holtenback ran back punts all equally well, almost led in the field. He varied his plays will and, continually reverted to the forward pass, which, with Keinath proved such a success that every player was able to hold his own at center. Holtenback at full back, although only a freshman,handles the ball well, though erratic in his punting. Captain Greene played his usual strong defensive and offensive game at right half. Thalmer Murphy only allowed Fieldwell in the scrimmage for about ten minutes. For the Scrub Kline and Pike excelled.

The Varsity entered twice, once after Keinath had cleverly recovered a fumbled ball, which had dropped for a broken field for a thirty-five-yard run, and, second, after some steady lines by captain Keinath and right tackle Greene. There was little kicking and little running back on this occasion. After Wharton and Former Coach Williams made the touchdown the Scrub pressed forward, though erratic in their punting.

The Freemen lined up against the Scrub first, and after a close fight the Scrub was strengthened by several Varsity recruits, but the Freemen had not enough in the way of a qualified team to make the needed gains.

A masquer ball will be held in the triangle tomorrow evening at 7.45, to practice new songs and cheers. Speeches will be made by the members of the team. Everybody is expected to turn out for this meeting. The Varsity line up was as follows:

Varsity—Leaven, Townsend, left end; Lavery, Draper, left tackle; Gallagher, left guard; Dwyer, center; Zeilinger, right guard; Reid, right tackle; Keinath, right end; Keinath, quarterback; Polidew, Dyer, left half back; Green, Balmer, right half back; Holtenback, full back.

Basketball Notice. A basketball notice will be held to night at 7.30, sharp, is the gymnasium, and it is hoped that a large number of men will report for the Varsity. Signed W. C. Faier, manager.

YESTERDAY'S NEW PLAN ADOPTED BY THE DEUTSCHER VEREIN LAST NIGHT

CONVERSATION SLIPS PASSED AROUND BY THE PRESIDENT.

Will be a Regular Feature of the Semi-Monthly Meetings—Five New Members Elected to Society.

An unusually well attended regular meeting of the Deutscher Verein was held last evening in the German Seminar rooms in the Library building.

An interesting program was rendered by the German by several members of the society, who paper was read by 1. J. John, '88 C, in a selection, "The Schiinkel," was given by S. Rosenblum, '90 C.

After the regular literary program President Van Hagen announced a new plan which has been devised by the Program Committee for the promotion of spontaneous German conversation among the members. Short conversational pages have been passed around each month and written the details of an imaginary trip to Germany, with questions bearing on the subject. Everyone present answered his share of the questions and joined in the general conversation which followed. The exercise proved to be both enjoyable and profitable to the participants, and it has been decided to devote a half hour or more at the next regular meeting to this feature. The practice to be gained in this way, as well as from the literary program and the regular conduct of the meetings, should be of great benefit to their interests in the spoken German. A man with ordinary ability and a fair amount of application should be able to speak the language intelligently after a year's membership in the Verein.

The following were appointed committees to arrange details for the annual German play: Baker, '88 C; Meister, '88; Brown, '89 C; Rosenblum, '19 C; Bandman, '97 C.

The following men were elected members of the Varsity Society: Reeves, '88 C; Wagner, '88 C; Leeb, '89 C; Kline, '89 C; Rosenblum, '10 C, and Martin, '89 C.

Dr. Young's Second Lecture.

The second talk in a series of discussions by Dr. James T. Young, of the Wharton School, on the subject, "Labor Problems and the Doctrines of Christ," will be held in the rooms of the Christian Association in Housen Hall this Thursday evening at 8 o'clock. The talk this week will be on "Factory Conditions," with subheadings of the second year on women and children and social effects of the factory system. All those who will be interested in the subject will be interested in the discussions.

Pennsylvania Subscriptions. Subscribers to the Pennsylvania are reminded that on and after November 15th, one week from today, the price will be advanced to three dollars per year, as announced, to such members who desire to profit by the two-dollar-and-a-half rate have plenty of time to do so, if they attend to the matter at once.
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1906.

MARS MEETINGS.

We would like to see more mars meetings than have been held this fall. Three or four times a week from now on until the end of the football season we should have song services in the triangle for fifteen minutes. The more of these meetings there are the more men will come out for them as time goes on.

There are many Pennsylivania songs that the freshmen probably never heard sung, at least at any University mass meetings. They are "good songs," and should not be permitted to lapse. There is nothing like a series of good mass meetings to stir up the spirit.

We are well pleased with our cheer leaders this year. They have done good work thus far and will keep it up, we are confident. All that we suggest, however, is that they realize the value and practicability of more frequent meetings, and that they give up fifteen minutes three or four times a week to developing this beneficial side of college life.

ACTIONS OF UNDERGRADUATES.

A large delegation of Pennsylvania students emigrated from the campus and University surroundings Tuesday night to take part in the annual downtown celebration of election night. Many of these paraded the streets, others made merry in diversified ways, but a few attended a downtown theatre to while away the early hours of the evening. The action of those few men was a disgrace to the false name of Pennsylvania, for without the slightest provocation they paraded Pennsylivania songs and gave University cheers and otherwise interrupted the performance.

We want these few men to know that Pennsylvania is judged by the acts and mannerisms of its students whether such behavior meets with the cooperation and good judgment of a few or of many. To be happy and celebrate a victory is one thing and to be congratulated, but to interfere with the rights and enjoyments of others in such actions is to be seriously condemned and censured.

FRESHMAN PROCLAMATIONS.

One more week will remain during which the Freshmen can get up their proclamations. The traditional vigilance of the Sophomores by common consent, ceases on November 15th and it is "up to" somebody in 1910 to get good and busy in the next few days, lest the second-year men win by default. No credit attaches to the posting up of posters after the watchfulness of the other class has relaxed, and the Freshmen can, by prompt action, prevent a repetition of last year's farce, when no attempt at putting up "proves" was made before the time had expired. It is also to be hoped, however, that the Freshmen will use some care in the selection of backgrounds for their posters—when they are at least forthcoming. Posters can add little to the appearance of venerable structures, such as College Hall, the Library, Wasser Institute, Logan Hall, etc., and Freshmen should profit by the Dean's timely chapel criticism after these buildings were be-postered, and leave them hereafter severely alone. There is a place for everything.

College Sophomores Win at Bowling.

Yesterday afternoon the College Sophomores took two games from the Architects in the interclass bowling tournament. 97 C. was scheduled to meet 99 C. For some reason the Secon's did not report, and the Sophomore bowlers were substituted. The Sophomores took two games out of three. H. P. Hammond did the best bowling, having a total of 462 for three games. This is considered to be very good bowling. Following are the scores:


99 C.—H. P. Hammond, 194 206 163, 563; E. Smader, Jr., 130 130 121, 450; R. H. Hopkins, 129 143 149, 421; F. L. Bueck, 153 166 136, 454; D. Christopher, 125 141 141, 417. Totals, 711 743 741, 2,195.

This afternoon 99 B. meets 97 B. at three o'clock.

Law Registration To-Day.

Students of the Law and College Departments are reminded that day is the last day this year upon which they can file application for registration as a student at law in Pennsylvania. The County Board of Law Examiners will be in session this evening at three o'clock in the Lawyer's Club, 1541 Walnut street. All those desiring to register must appear in person and be provided with not only the proper affidavits from the Prothonotary's office, but letters of recommendation as to moral character and attainments from three prominent residents of headquarters city as well.

Class Football Team Practice.

The Junior College football candidates met for a few minutes after the Varsity practice yesterday afternoon. Captain Hicken raved out the signals and announced a few of his plans, in mean of which he hopes to put together a winning team. As several of the men had already been in training and were tired, only signal practice was held. Several Sophomores were out for practice yesterday. So many of them, including Captain Garrison, played on the scrubs, that they were unable to get together until nearly dark.

Chess and Checker Club Notice.

The Chess and Checker Club will hold a meeting tomorrow (Friday) at 2 P.M., in Houston Hall. The subject of matches with other colleges will be discussed. Signed: J. Henry Smythie, president.

The Pennsylvania Printing Co.

INCORPORATED

Alumni Hall, 3451 Woodland Ave.

We do job printing for the University at reasonable rates.

BILL HEADS, TICKETS, CLASS BALLOTS, BRACERS, ENVELOPES, LETTER HEADS, AND GENERAL CLASS AND CLUB WORK

Office Open from 9 A. M. to 12 A. M.
Seven Reasons

"But apart from all theories, deductions, and what may perhaps be partly apparent inadmissibilities, you will not consider me after all as having given seven solid reasons for using an Electric Sign. These are to be found by a count of the letters which form a word spelled S-U-C-C-E-S-S, for that is what an electric sign spells to the merchant who places it over his door."

The PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC CO.

Tenth and Sansom Sts.

Bible Class Notice.


Dr. Lingelbach to Lecture.

Dr. William E. Lingelbach, of the Department of History, has been engaged by the Board of Drexel Institute to give a series of popular, illustrated lectures on mediæval Cities, in the auditorium of the Institute, Thirty-second and Chestnut streets. The lectures all fall on Tuesday evenings, and the dates are November 27th, December 4th, 11th, 14th.

Banjo Club Rehearses.

The Banjo Club held its rehearsal last night in Logan Hall. The members of the club are working hard for the Thanksgiving concert, and have succeeded in mastering the notes. From now on the leader will give special attention to the different expression marks on the music. Anyone who can play the first banjo is asked to call at Room 205, South.
Students' Discount

When you find a well-dressed student in your class, ask him, "WHO MAKES YOUR CLOTHES?" He will answer Kendig & Olver OF 1504 SANSOM ST.

Lots of people never worry about style just buy Fownes Gloves

and hit it right.

E. Weinstein, 3013 Spruce St.
Full Dress and Tuxedo Suits for Men and Hires.
Presiding on Shortest Notice
All Work Inspected

Laundry

TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. OFF TO STUDENTS.

2607 WOODLAND AVENUE

Illustrated Price List Sent on Request

"YOUR APPEARANCE CAN BE IMPROVED.

The College Men's endorsement of our improved method of cleaning and pressing, by electricity, is a reliable factory guarantee of our work. There are two ways to press a suit, by pressing the spots IN they REAPPEAR. By ELIMINATING they DISAPPEAR. We remove them before sending COLLEGE BRANCH OF THE DRURY TAILOR SHOP, 30 South 2nd St., Bell, Preston 2113 L.

Gray's Athletic Institute for Students.
The new football rules have brought out a lot of new Football and Athletic gear, all of which can be had at the old familiar stand, "The Shop." Gray's Athletic Institute for Students, 30 South Eleventh street.

Found—Pair of Gloves.
Found: Pair of gloves in front of college branch between Thirty-sixth and Thirty-seventh streets. Owner apply at 3415 Woodland avenue.

"Punch Bowl" Notice.
Business Manager Wolf, of the "Punch Bowl," wishes all old mem-
bers of his staff to report to him at 1:30 tomorrow afternoon in the "Punch Bowl" office. If any fail to report, it will be understood that they have been dropped from the board.

Theatre Sub-Committee to Meet.
The Sub-Committee on Theatres of the Junior Class Committee will meet today, at 1:30, in the trophy room.

Mr. Kiffins and Walch also will be present, signed: F. E. Paulk, chairman.

10 Executive Committee.
Meeting of the Executive Committee of the Junior Class, at 1:15 to-day in the trophy room, House of Knits.
Signed: F. H. Faulkner, vice-president.

Mandolin Club Rehearses.
The Mandolin Club held a short re-
hearsal last night in Logan Hall after the Banjo Club. The work so far has been very satisfactory to the leader.

Grand—"Breaking Into Society."
The Mandolin Club, under the auspices of Edward A. Weltzer and the Boys of Connecticut, is planning a musical comedy entertainment and novelty in the line of "construed and elaborate frolics" to be called "Breaking Into Society," by Lee Ar-
thor and Robert B. Smith, with music by the Boys. The production, which Manager Virgil F. Morris has well chosen to inaugurate his premier season, the Four Morons—Sam, Clara, Paul and Sam—will appear for the first time in the field of musical comedy. The Four Morons—Sam, Clara, Paul and Sam—will appear for the first time in the field of musical comedy.

Waltz—"Arach-Paige." Andrew Mack, the popular Irish comedian, is presenting "Arach-Paige," a musical comedy-drama, "Arach-
Paige," at the Walnut this week. The success of the play is laid in the neighborhood of the County of Wicklow, in the province of Leinster. The entire production is from the brush of Frank M. Doole and draw-
ings and photographs collected by Mr. Mack on his recent tour of Ireland. He also spent the best part of four weeks in searching Wicklow, collecting the furniture and trappings used in the play. Everything in the stage during the engagement of Mr. Mack has been brought here by him.

Albert J. Peterson, Student Tailor.
Albert J. Peterson, tailor and in-
umerator of the fashion court. We have for the past fifteen years almost ex-
cludedly catered to the student trade and have given the best of satisfaction. At this season of the year we have brought large of foreign and domestic fabrics, including the most noble fabrics that we could secure. We would appreciate your coming and in looking for our stock before selecting elsewhere. The usual 10 per cent. off.

W. H. Embick & Sons.
The Embick and Sons, the larg-
est student reduction, announced in your Houston Club Book, Embick, are offering to reduce the prices $1 to $10 less per suit than their nearest competitors' prices. Establish this fact everywhere. Daulings, Embick & Sons, 32nd Chest-
nut street.

Spalding's Official Football Guide

containing the NEW RULES
with full page, explanatory pictures. Edited by Walter Camp. The largest Foot Ball Guide ever published. Full of foot ball information; reviews; fore-
cast; schedules; captains; records; scores; pictures of over 4,000 players.

Price, 10 cents.
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Columbus, Pittsburgh, Phil-
adelphia, tuscaloosa, Buffalo, Syracuse, Pittsburg, Washington, Cincinnati, Baltimore, Kansas City, New Orleans, Montreal, Can-

Send your name and get a free copy of the new Spalding Fall and Winter Sports Catalogue, containing pictures and prices of all the new seasonable athletic goods.

Dieges & Clust

"If We Made It, It's Right"

OFFICIAL JEWELERS OF THE LEADING SCHOOLS AND ASSOCIATIONS

Class Plats
Prep School Plats
Cups, Etc.

Found—Pair of Gloves.
Found: Pair of gloves on Loose street between Thirty-sixth and Thirty-seventh streets. Owner apply at 3415 Woodland avenue.

Lyric—"The Music Master."
David Wiltch is playing a limited engagement at the Lyric in Charles Klein's successful play, "The Music Master." Mr. Wiltch, under the di-
rection of David Belasco, present the play in New York for nearly three seasons. "The Music Master" is in three acts, and is also called "the exquisite comedy of smiles and tears." In the title role, the German actor "Meister" Warfield has created a char-
acter that for tenderness and human feeling becomes deliciously and comically

The "Empire State." "The Empire State." Buck Dit is in one of half a dozen distin-
gent styles that we offer. It is in the prevailing style, with a deep centre vent and a well-shaped back, with broad shoulders and wide, pointed lapels. Definitely a young man's coat.

$15 TO $25.

Ornamenters and Makers of Half Ace in Clothing.

Browning, King & Company

"He is a hundred," said Beaumont, "who is but step with Fashion."

BROAD ST.—GIRARD AVE.

Philadelphia's most attractive apart-
ment house. Combination suites for young gentlemen. Unsurpassed ac-
commodations for families; splendid location; moderate charges. High-
class cafe service; half portions.

JAMES S. McCARTNEY, General Manager.

The Majestic HOTEL AND APARTMENTS